
6:00 PM – Call for Meeting & Attendance and Quorum

Congratulations to ALL the M4s who matched and found a place they will soon love!

1. Quick check: Each class has every position, and each external committee position is filled.

Quorum has not been met, no votes are pending

6:05 PM – Guest Speakers/Presentations ( 40 min)

1. [Presentation] ISA presentation 2023-20244- Riya





























NEXT STEPS

FUTURE STEPS



AND A THANK YOU TO ALL THE MEMBERS

6:45 PM – New Business (10 minutes)

GINIANNE GILCHRIST: Concentrations Update (RESEARCH)



One of the things recently learned is we have trouble getting in contact with students about
announcements. Previously through listservs, easily overlooked, and so looking for a better way to
distribute more dynamic feedback. Have created this canvas page called med student research
updates and

Hopefully these announcements are more notable on your side of Canvas. Additionally, deadlines can
be added to the calendar. We had a deadline yesterday for the Med Student research fellowship
application, however we still had a good turn out.



Another place, hopefully more convenient, to find it. That’s basically it. A lot of changes are coming
down the pipeline, especially regarding scholarly concentrations. All that info will be up here. This will
be an OPT IN canvas situation, not allowed to add everyone. Will send out the link to the class list
savers. Need your help to distribute more and raise awareness.



Q: Quick question/idea, I know that for orientation, this could be something that is shared and
would be a great way to reach a lot of brand new students about research. Additionally, I know that
Aarti had made a great video re the med student research form. So just a plug for this video

I have seen that video and wish to add it to the canvas page! And if you have any feedback,
please email me and we can discuss!

1. [ Discussion] Match 2024 updates (5 min)

2. [ Discussion] Paintathon/Hackathon + Dean Sakr future plans (3 min)

3. [ Discussion] Dean’s Communication Taskforce (2 min)

6:55 PM – Old Business (0 Minutes)

1. [ Discussion] NONE

6:55 PM – Internal & External & Ad Hoc Committee Reports (30 min)



1. [Discussion] Social Internal Committee Report: Pooja (10 min)



This Document will be saved for future Social Committees.

2. [Discussion +vote] Constitution updates and votes (20)

7:25 PM – Executive Senate Reports (10 min)

BSO:

Diane Puhl is looking for videos from the alumni, and how students have been positively impacted.
Need to be 2nd week of april (10, 11th)

1. [Discussion] Vice President report (5 min)

N/A, apply for the position



2. [Discussion] President report: Exec Elections and RSVP for April 4TH Fertility Event (5 min)

Celebrating 50 years of being the Mott center. We have a symposium every several months. We wanted
to advertise this for OB GYN/Onc, and the topic is Fertility. If you RSVP you can get lunch.

Wonderful! BSO, can you distribute this to the OBGYN and the Urology and Oncology interest
groups?

Also, they wanted to reach out for the outreach event for the middle school. So be discretionary.

Exec senate elections April 9th!

7:35 PM – Class Senate Reports (5 minutes)

1. Class of 2027

On break! Mentally preparing for M2



2. Class of 2026

Hope Orientation to M3 is going well! Clinical ceremony this friday afternoon. Look out for Site reps

3. Class of 2025

Congrats on finishing 3rd year! Good luck to those starting electives or STEP da, 360 days until
match!!!!

4. Class of 2024

72 days until graduation! CRISP due this friday, TLC due end of April!

7:40 - Adjourn


